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Dear Pastor and Praying Churches, 

Shalom! 

   Year 2022 for me is difficult to rate. To be honest, I’ve got a failing grade. I can all just pray that I 

   can do it better again in 2023. In this last quarter was the least exciting to note as was plagued with 

   so much physical pain. From severe bronchitis to acid reflux and influenza and sinusitis. The  

   worst was the accident with a high speed cutter that cut totally my left Achilles tendon. 

   Leave of absence 

   As many works are undone and become so preoccupied with ministries and priorities, I forgot to 

   think about my limitations that take a toll on my health.  It is all about physical infirmities that has 

   been unattended for many months or maybe years. Many of these were just ignored and hoping  

   I can shake it off after few months and instead it is accumulating and getting worse. After all I feel  

   that this is the lousiest of all my newsletter as I may just tell you concerning my health. Most of my 

   worry is centered upon the possibility of limping the rest of my life. As per advice I have to look for 

   an orthopedic doctor to take a look at how I could possibly walk normally again. I am asking all  

   dear partners to pray for me as I take at least one month leave of absence. 

   

 
 Yours truly while in emergency room @ Guido Valadares National Hospital, Timor-Leste 

 

We rejoice with you all having crossed over another year. I am forever grateful for your partnership 

and staying with us even when some of you were never been met. Thank you Pastor and Churches 

for trusting us to represent you here in Timor–Leste. 

 

His servant and yours, 

Ferdie Flores 
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